BOLT ACTION

Scenario: Attack of the Daleks

polarity time loop' machine is finished and activated.

The Doctor battles to prepare the ultimate weapon, one
that will send the Daleks hurtling back through time and
space. The Daleks have sent a strike force to stop him.
Can Lethbridge Stuart and his men defend to Doctor
long enough for him. To get the machine complete.

machine
Initiation stage. The doctor and his companions must fist
to initiate construction. To do this they must roll 2D6 a
score of less than 10 initiates construction.

The Set-Up

Build stage.
This is the doctors special action for each turn. The
scores rolled each turn is jotted down until the tally

doctor and his assistants closest to the farm house

Section (optional) and one Dalek supreme.

companions with the doctor can either shoot if they
have a weapon, or choose to help the doctor. If they
help the doctor each companion adds +1 to the dice roll
each turn. They are part of the Doctors section though
so cannot move independently, they must stay within 1"
of the Doctor.

Objective

Activation stage.

Unit have 3x 5 men+officer sections, 1 vicars mmg team,

The Unit side must defend the farm until the 'Reverse
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activate the machine. This is another dice roll. 4 or
higher activate the machine.

of 4 Daleks each turn. These are added to the Dalek
placement zone.

Special rules

Luck
The Doctor and his companions have luck. This allows them
to make their enemies re-roll 1 firing dice per turn.

Until either the Reverse Polarity time loop machine is

Sonic
Sonic has 18" pen +3 2 shots. The sonic gets 2 shots and if it
hits causes 2 pins of damage, even against Daleks. If the

Daleks are within 6" of the Farm the Daleks win,
anything else is a draw.

anything for one full turn. E.g. If they have been activated in
the current turn, they cannot be activated in the next turn, if
they haven't been activate in the current turn then their dice
comes out of the bag and they cannot act in the current turn.

Game duration

Cybermen

Victory
If at the end of any turn the Daleks have captured the
Farm. They are in the farm, and the occupants have

6”

capture the farm house too. To do this the victory conditions

Dalek deployment zone
Terraced housing (optional)

Building
(optional)

Building
(optional)

6”
12” UNIT deployment zone
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Laboratory
Farm house

Appart from the farm
house the buildings are
all optional. The open
spaces can be filled
with rubble, wreckage,
hedges, walls as you
see fit.

